A bundle of two titles published on behalf of John Wiley & Sons Inc.

This package includes:

The Journal of Clinical Pharmacology
The Journal of Clinical Pharmacology is the flagship publication of the American College of Clinical Pharmacology. Published since 1961, the journal has been providing readers with access to original research, special reviews, commentaries, and case reports on all phases of drug development.

This journal is devoted to the clinical study of the nature, action, efficacy and total evaluation of drugs, both new and established, as they are used in humans. Each issue includes peer-reviewed articles that present an expanded forum for the original research so crucial to clinical pharmacology's ongoing development. Edited for clinical and research pharmacologists and physicians concerned with and responsible for appropriate selection, investigation and prescribing of drugs. In each issue, the Journal reviews an actual case and outlines a therapeutic approach to help guide the physician through the therapeutic decision-making process.

This official journal of the American College of Clinical Pharmacology (ACCP) provides a unique forum for the presentation of First-Time-in-Man and negative study results.

Clinical Pharmacology in Drug Development

Clinical Pharmacology in Drug Development is an international, peer-reviewed, online publication focused on publishing high-quality clinical pharmacology studies in drug development which are primarily (but not exclusively) performed in early development phases in healthy subjects.
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Speciality | Pharmaceutical Science
            | Pharmacology
Language | English
What's Included | Clinical Pharmacology in Drug Development
                | Journal of Clinical Pharmacology